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About Us

ABOUT US

Our company with aim to develop industrial automation and control software was realized in 1999, in
Ankara. ATA, whose aim of foundation is to produce industrial automation and control software, has
gained a respected place in the market with development of products concerning the auto-id subjects
such as warehousing, POS automation, personnel time and attendance systems, access control
hardware and software. Our company is proud of being the first one developing software in its
operation subject including e-purse and access systems by cooperation with a number of respected
banks in our country.
ATA has realized the first usage of MIFARE technology in Turkey with a project running at Dedeman
Bodrum Aqua Park. If the quantity of cards is taken into consideration, ATA is the most preferred
smart card application developer in Turkey.
ATA is providing service in its central office in Ankara and is providing on-the-location service in 7
different regions with professional staff.
With the office established in Istanbul in 2003, ATA is continuing parallel production of electronic,
electro-mechanic and mechanic products in both regions.
In the meantime of the development of new software, revision of POS, ATM devices and software for
monetary related organizations depending on EMV certification, ATA also is a trustworthy source of
mechanic restriction hardware such as barriers and turnstiles and organization specific solutions.
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OUR SOLUTIONS

The solutions that ATA provides may be grouped in 9 subjects. These groups are:


Personnel Time and Attendance Systems



Access Control And Payment Systems



Point of Sales Automation Systems



E-Purse Applications



Campus Card Applications



Public Transit and City Card Applications



Banking Applications



Parking Automation Systems



Identification of License Plate

Personnel Time and Attendance Systems
PDKS2000 (PTAS) software we put on the market in year 2000 is used on different sectors and designed to be
used on 14 different trade unions’ pacts. This software is able to communicate with different types of currently used
time and attendance terminals and is able to produce detailed reports for attendance of staff using the data supplied
by those terminals. The PDKS2000 Plus software that we finished testing at the beginning of year 2003 is providing
new, modern functionality the old users and aims to prove and improve the trust we have gained by new customers.
The software has two different versions named “light” and “professional”. The former one is for organizations that
have 50 or less personnel and is intended only to follow the entry and exit times of their staff. And the latter one is for
the organizations that have more than 50 personnel. The latter can perform the tasks the former one does and also has
the ability to control the obedience to the contracts of preferred unions of the movements of staff and functionality of
calculating the real salary depending on their working time. 99 different working periods can be defined
parametrically and the different calculation methods can be used depending on them.

Access Control and Payment Systems
With ATA-ACCESS software which is distributed since 1999, performing of access control and determination of
price according to different policies in close circuit systems are possible. The ability to control the usage of different
facilities such as elevators, car parks, building entrance clearances by defining the rights of each user or person
working in different departments in a building or even different organizations in the same trade center. It may be
made possible to perform time controlled pricing according to different specifications of people or cards after
activation of pricing module of this software. With our parking automation system, it is possible to control different
types of vehicles and pricing depending on the parking duration.
Sales Automation Systems
The aim of ATA-POS software is to apply sales automation to close circuit systems. It is possible to realize the card
related payments with a number of different media types such as MIFARE, magnetic stripe, barcode cards. It is also
possible to change the prices during defined periods such as a “Happy Hour” application. It provides the system user
with detailed sales reports and stock activity reports. The system allows sale of 10,000 different products on different
devices, production prescriptions can be defined and raw materials can be decremented with sales by usage of defined
product trees.
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E-Purse Applications
ATA develops e-purse applications on different types of radio frequency based contactless and smart cards with
MIFARE technology. Campus card applications allows controlling of access to restricted zones or laboratories with
smart cards replacing student identity cards, and can be applied to closed circuit or open field sales automation
systems.
City Card solutions are also very powerful and advantageous especially in public transit applications. But also very
useful when applied to water, electricity or gas counters and tax payment systems. And a number of smart card aided
sales automation systems for restaurant and food and beverage related applications developed by ATA are in use.

Campus Card Applications
Our Campus Card software related to educational institutions are designed to provide all functionality for
universities. The existing data warehouse of the university is/may be used in preparation process of cards that all staff
and students will carry. And the personalization of cards to be used in the system is performed using special printing
software, aided with special equipment. The delivery control system that includes the control mechanisms for delivery
process also makes possible special right definitions (as scholarship) in the meantime definition of card type and
adjustment of access rights.
Control software for definition of loading and return operations for e-purse functionality for usage of cards in
refectory, can report all operations according to different groups. Furthermore, our access control, parking control,
attendance control software are used as complementary to the system.
Public Transit And City Card Applications
Our software for local governments are designed to fulfill the needs of the local government. The existing data
warehouse of the local government can be used while personalization of the smart cards, public transit cards, free
circulation cards, personnel cards to be carried by all staff and citizens and to be used in system is done using special
printing hardware and software. The delivery control system that includes the control mechanisms for delivery
process also makes possible special right definitions as scholarship in the meantime definition of card types,
adjustment of access rights, and the definition of different clearance and purse types.
Control software of the cards used in public transit system for money loading and return operations, in the
direction of e-purse function, to be able to be used in water, electricity and gas systems, public libraries, can report all
money loading and spending operations according to different groups and different time periods. Furthermore, our
access control, parking control, attendance control software are used as complementary to the system.
Banking Applications
Our banking application software for banks is designed on POS solutions of banks, studies about EMV
certifications, virtual pos solutions on in our country. Our software can either support SDLC protocol in appropriation
of current banking infrastructure, or can be run over intranet. Depending on the demand of banks, special purpose
software development projects are also supplied by our company.
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OUR TECHNOLOGY
Because of common use of Microsoft products, our structure generally supports Microsoft technologies. Interface software
is developed using Delphi environment with speed and easy use in mind. This allows usage and integration of our software
with desktop computers. Depending on their rights the users will be able to transfer all data and reports to Microsoft
software.
Furthermore, with aid of graphical interfaces, no intensive education is needed.
Our database infrastructure can support variety of well known SQL servers.
Low level control softwares are developed using C and all management software, documentary modules and on-line helps
can support XML and web architecture.

CONTACT
Our company is ready to provide professional service with experienced staff in Ankara and Antalya offices. You can reach
us with following addresses and phones. We will be glad to give information about the subject that depends on your
automation needs.
Ankara:
Address

: Üçyıldız Cad. No: 1/9 Subayevleri Keçiören ANKARA -TURKEY

Telephone

: 0090-312-517-06-09

Fax

: 0090-312-517-06-56

E-mail

: info@atayazilim.com.tr

Web

: www.atayazilim.com.tr

Antalya:
Address

: Milli Egemenlik Cad. Kışla Mahallesi Gazi Apart.
A-Blok No: 16 / 34 ANTALYA - TURKEY

Telephone

: 0090-242-243-43-00

Fax

: 0090-242-243-49-66

E-mail

: info@atayazilim.com.tr
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